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INTRODUCTION
Interest in the southern regions of Phnom Penh has accelerated markedly during the last five years
following the announcement of Hun Sen Boulevard, setting off a spate of speculation across Southern
Phnom Penh.
Through a combination of rising infrastructure development and a relative abundance of affordable
land, the area is rapidly positioning itself to become the preeminent location for future growth for all
property segments.
This trend is set to continue following the Cambodian Government’s decision to construct a new
international airport to the south of the city, driving further activity southward.
This area of the city is well positioned to capture a large percentage of future development, fueled by
this infrastructure investment, several new urban areas and nascent industrial activity.
In the transformation of Southern Phnom Penh, the private sector has the chance to effectively
transform the development trajectory of the entire city, and in turn the nation of Cambodia. This report
seeks to define the geographic area that is “Southern Phnom Penh”, set-out the current situation,
ongoing trends and present a forecast of the future.
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DEFINING THE SOUTH

Southern Phnom Penh consists of parts of the Capital’s most southern districts namely
Dangkao and Mean Chey. Beyond this, the report covers the territory of Kandal province
which consists of Takhamo City, Kandal Steung District and Saang District. In recent years,
these localities have witnessed rapid development and steady population growth combined
with major investment in infrastructure. These trends combined are positioning this area to
be the country’s new economic corridor, encompassing future residential, commercial and
industrial activity.
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DEMOGRAPHICS & URBAN PLANNING
National Population
Growth (2008 –2019)

Phnom Penh Annual
Population Growth

+2.2 million

4.9% (2008-2019)

Phnom Penh Highest
Density
3,361 / sq km

The key objectives of the master plan are to
orient land usage and to ensure the promotion
of sustainable urban development.
In addition to land allocation, Phnom Penh has
undergone several official expansions in the
past decade, expanding more than six times to
679 sq km in 2019. A study by the World Bank
recognize Phnom Penh as having the second
fastest rate of urban spatial expansion in East
Asia.

Population pyramid, Cambodia-Total: 2009 and 2019.

Female

Male

14.7%

Responding to these changes is an on-going
challenge for urban planning authorities. In
2015, Land Use Master Plan of Phnom Penh City
2035 was adopted by the Ministry of Land
Management Urban Planning and Construction
in accordance with Sub-decree No. 181.

The 2019 census report published by the
National Institute of Statistics, highlighted
several important trends including household
characteristics and migration patterns. In 2019
Cambodia’s
population
reached
15.6m,
equating to an annualised 1.4% growth rate
since 2013. Whilst population growth has been
slowing, the urbanisation rate has stayed fairly
consistent with a recorded annualised growth
rate of 3.2% from 2013 – 2019.

70 - 74

Phnom Penh Total %
of Total Population

Planners have been debating for decades
regarding the direction of city’s expansion.
While growth is seen in almost all directions,
the south of Phnom Penh arguably holds the
most potential for progress due to fewer
geographic boundaries, an abundance of
undeveloped ‘good value’ land and, in turn,
improving infrastructure access.

60 - 64
50 - 54
40 - 44
30 - 34
20 - 24
10 - 14
0-4
20.0%

10.0%

0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

Internal Migration out of Phnom Penh, 2019

Source: NIS Census 2019 (coloured) and CIPS 2009 (hatched)

Phnom Penh continues to witness growing
population rates. While this has in turn aided
economic progression, it has created new
challenges for the capital relating to
infrastructure capacity and provision of public
facilities. This rural-urban migration trend
bodes well for the mid-to-long term growth of
all property sectors.
Source: NIS Census 2019
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LAND & INFRASTRUCTURE
Land values in Southern Phnom Penh began to
pick up pace in 2011 after the announced
construction of Hun Sen Boulevard.

A key consideration for all stakeholders
moving forward will be the potential benefits
and challenges presented by urban planning
policy. Whether the value-add of clearly defined
zoning policy to help avoid the problems of
urban sprawl to the constraints created for
developers by potential green belts as the city
would become denser and, consequently, land
values rise.

Within Phnom Penh’s formal boundaries,
speculation on land values in outskirt districts
began to take hold in the 2010s, after larger
Borey (landed property) projects started to
reach completion.
This increasing cost has made sourcing
affordable land difficult for developers within
close proximity to the CBD. Due to this price
trend, areas in the center or fringe of the city
have begun to witness increasing project
density.

It is equally important to consider the longterm costs of not properly addressing and
enforcing such policy; good planning
represents the foundation for sustainable
urban development, which in turn attracts
residents and investors that add value to cities.

Responding to these pressures, developers and
speculative land buyers have begun to look to
greener pastures towards the south, where large
amounts of land remain at a more attainable
price point.

Cities with high supply of land, low regulations,
cheap finance and no barriers for developers,
often end up in a situation in which no project
is safe from competition. What is to stop a
competitor building a higher or better project
on a site adjacent, potentially devaluing your
own property. Fundamentally, only one of the
two projects can “win” - as such, good
regulations protect property value.

The move south is being assisted by
infrastructure, which brings the combined
effect of lower travel times, increased
accessibility - making development sites more
valuable, and suitable for an array of uses.
Infrastructure is turning what a few years ago
were lakes and rice paddies, into residential,
commercial, industrial and logistics real estate.

2013

$200/SQM

2021

2021

$2,200/SQM

Land Values on Hun Sen Boulevard
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New Phnom Penh International Airport
Area

2,600 hectares

Investment Value

USD 1.5 billion

Commencement Date

2018

Progress

40% completed

Expected Completion

2022 (Phase I)

Phnom Penh’s Third Ring Road

Length

52.92 kilometres

Width

27 metres

Investment Value

USD 300 million

Commencement Date

2019

Progress

50% completed

Expected Completion

2022
Hun Sen Boulevard

Length

9,160 metres

Width

60 metres

Investment Value

USD 76 million

Commencement Date

2011

Progress

100% completed

Expected Completion

2017

Improvement of National Road 2 & 3

Length

198 kilometres

Width

24.5 metres

Investment Value

USD 276 million

Commencement Date

2018

Progress

77% completed

Expected Completion

2022

Source: CBRE Cambodia Research, Q3 2021
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$1,000 $1,500

$1,000 $1,500

$500 - $2,000
$500 - $2,000

$90 - $280

$80 - $280
$45 - $280

$80 - $240

$45 - $200

$150 - $200

$40 - $250
$20 - $90

$40 - $250
$50 - $100

$35 - $200
$280 - $540

KEY
Land Price per sqm
$30 - $200

Residential Property Price
per sqm
$30 - $200

Note: Prices are in USD/sqm, derived from land 6,000 sqm – 7 ha
Source: CBRE Cambodia Research, Q3 2021
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Industrial Property Price per
sqm
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INDUSTRIAL & LOGISTICS
PPSEZ Tenants by Country

Phnom Penh Special Economic Zone (PPSEZ) is the
top performing Special Economic Zone (SEZ)
domestically, which presents an insight into
what can be expected in the short-to-midterm for
the industrial segment.

4%

2%

Japan

2% 5%

China
Cambodia

4%
37%

5%

PPSEZ is in the heart of the region's East-West
Corridor, linking Sihanoukville's deep-sea port to
markets such as Singapore and at the other end
delivering goods to Ho Chi Minh City’s seaports
for trade with markets such as Japan, as well as
the global market via air and rail.

Netherlands
10%

USA

17%

Others

Source: CBRE Cambodia Research, Q4 2020

Typical goods assembled in Cambodia include,
garments, footwear, bicycles and travel goods.
The key for the sustainable development of the
manufacturing sector will be the growth of
added-value processing of domestic raw
materials potentially linked with the nations
already strong agricultural sector – 22.84% of the
GDP, according to the World Bank.
More specifically to the Southern Phnom Penh
area, there are already six key industrial zones:
Canadia Industrial Park, Vattanac I, Vattanac II,
KMH Park, Le Urban Eco Park, MSQM Park and
one Special Economic Zone, Kerry Worldbridge
SEZ, see overleaf for locations in the south.

* 75% of 3,573,179 sqm (total area)
Source: CBRE Cambodia Research, Q4 2020

The total land areas combined provide just under
600ha of industrial area for a range of industries,
500ha of which is located at Canadia Industrial
Park. It was anticipated an approximate 64ha of
industrial land developed by Worldbridge would
complete in 2021. However, this project has now
been put on hold, as of Q2 2021.

It is reasonable to expect any future industrial
activity in the Southern Phnom Penh area will
reflect similar dynamics to PPSEZ if the projects
are constructed and managed in a similarly
professional manner.

QOQ 30.4% ↓

Malaysia

7%

75%*

QOQ 9.7% ↑

Thailand
Hong Kong

PPSEZ Occupancy Rate

Export
3.97 Billion USD

Taiwan

7%

PPSEZ is currently occupied at 74%, as at yearend 2020 with average rental rates at a
competitive $1/ sqm / month for land and $3.1 /
sqm / month for factory units. Around 37% of
tenants are of Japanese origin, while 17% are
Chinese.
Remaining
tenants
are
from
Cambodian, Singaporean and Taiwanese origin
to name few.

Invested
1.66 Billion USD

Singapore

Foreign Investment Projects
Outside SEZ Approved

33 Projects

QOQ - 34% ↓

7

Import

5.50 Billion USD
QOQ 4.6% ↑
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Industrial and logistics activity in the southern
region of Phnom Penh is still at a nascent stage.
However, the expanding infrastructure development
witnessed is the bedrock of good industrial policy allowing all other components of a manufacturing
base to operate smoothly and, vitally, in a costeffective manner.
From the perspective of Phnom Penh, that means
ever greater access to land borders, seaports, river
routes and airports.
This foundational activity is taking place at rapidly
scaling proportions, making Southern Phnom Penh
an increasingly attractive manufacturing base for
domestic and international stakeholders.

This further makes sense considering other
complementary factors such as supply & cost of
labor, cost of land, access to water, an
increasing number of Free Trade Agreements
and, location wise, hours away from
Sihanoukville Autonomous Port, the Vietnamese
and Thai borders. However, one area that may
require further attention is access power
sources, as well as long-term planning for
environmental disruptions (flooding, drought
etc).
Despite the pandemic, widescale improvement
in most key areas of infrastructure are ongoing
with billions of USD pouring into the space.
These enhanced land, sea and air routes will
improve existing and future capacity, while
facilitating of cross-border transportation.

IZs & SEZs in Southern Phnom Penh

Vattanac lnd
PPSEZ

Canadia Ind
KMH Park
Kerry WB SEZ
Vattanac Ind II
MSQMPark
Park
MSQM

Le Urban Eco

Worldbridge Ind

Source: CBRE Cambodia, Q1 2020
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INDUSTRIAL & LOGISTICS: OUTLOOK
One of the most significant observation that can be
made when exploring the Phnom Penh industrial
market is the almost non-existent supply of Ready
Built Factories (RBF).
RBFs are an important option for manufacturers
seeking a smooth relocation – without the supply,
the competitiveness of not only the Southern
Phnom Penh, but the entire Cambodian industrial
segment, significantly diminishes when compared
to other regional peers. By filling this gap,
industrial developers can speed up relocation times
and draw in much needed manufacturing tenants.
As “China plus One” becomes the norm, this low
hanging fruit will push forward the nation’s
industrial and logistics segments.
It is vital domestic and international industrial
developers looking at Cambodia understand that
manufacturers are looking at the space from a
regional perspective.
Benchmarking of top regional developments is a
necessity in competing on elements such as access
to reliable, cheap electricity, the quality of
industrial property and infrastructure.

9

Large-scale manufacturers also consider a
shopping list of elements such as labour costs,
Free Trade Agreements and the cost of
accessing final markets - effectively the quality
of distribution channels like roads, rail,
airports and deep seaports.
At a macro scale, if the environment is finetuned to meet these criteria, there is no reason
Cambodia won’t have a “Samsung Moment”, as
occurred in Vietnam, kick-starting their move
to higher-tech production.
Considering the nation’s China friendly
outlook, who knows if there maybe already be
a large high-tech manufacturer looking for a
new outpost to capture some of the value being
lost through the shifting international trade
environment.
More broadly speaking, it will also be
interesting to observe how the Greater Mekong
Subregion Economic Corridor ties into the
progression of Cambodia’s industrial &
logistics sector. The Asian Development Bank
has projected the corridor will significantly
reduce customs formalities and export
clearances, cost of transportation, and improve
trade-related infrastructure – changing the
face of regional trade as we know it.
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HOUSING
High-rise residential developments has also
entered the southern districts as the market
develops. Three condominium projects,
totalling to 1,048 units have been completed.
In future, the area is also expecting over 3,600
units to be added to the supply pipeline by
2023.

As infrastructure is developed, the potential of
land banks are unlocked, lowering travel times
to traditional economic hubs, expanding
accessibility and, likely, increasing property
values. As both developers and home buyers
observe this trend, the number of residential
projects in the southern region are set to rise
as land values remain relatively affordable.

In terms of the type of projects, the south has
attracted multiple upper, mid and affordable
projects. Closer to the CBD exist high-rise
developments, further south, a large majority
of developments are low-rise - particularly
along Hun Sen Boulevard.

Several complimentary fundamentals present
a positive outlook for the sector. Cambodia’s
young, growing middle class is hungry for a
taste of the ‘Cambodian Dream’ – owning a
home and moving up the socio-economic
ladder. This trend when combined with
Phnom Penh’s growing urbanization rate and
natural population growth per year, are likely
to place the segment in a strong position for
years to come – the only logical place this
expansion can go is south.

This growth is attracting a variety of potential
investment, as illustrated by ING City, one of
the most ambitious development projects in
Cambodia.
This
new
urban
area,
encompassing 2,500 ha, is drawing in
investment projects in sectors including
industrial, residential, and commercial. This
momentum is driving land prices upward.

It is these essential drivers of economic growth
that allow CBRE Cambodia to observe an everrising number of projects, with data showing
54 completed landed residential projects in
the southern area, situated in the districts of
Dangkao, Mean Chey, Kandal Steung, and Ta
Khmao; with another 30 projects under
construction.

Under Construction

Completed

54
3

30

Landed Property
Projects

7

Condominium
Projects

Landed Property
Projects

Condominium
Projects

Southern Districts: Dangkao, Meanchey, Kandal Steung, Ta Khmau
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The landed residential projects that are under
construction and planning phases saw a healthy
shift towards the affordable and mid-range
segments.

Other notable projects include, Borey Woodland,
a gated residential community of townhouses and
villas that began construction in October 2016,
and Peng Huoth Star Diamond, a high-end landed
residential compound in Borey Peng Huoth's
mixed-use development on Hun Sen Blvd.

According to CBRE Cambodia’s study of locations
in Phnom Penh’s south, Dangkao district has the
highest percentage in the Affordable segment
56% and Mean Chey district maintains 52% of
total Mid-Range projects. The rise in affordable
projects in Kandal Steung district, in the southern
part of Phnom Penh are indicating an overall
increased awareness among domestic and
international developers where domestic demand
lies.

Southern Mid-Range Project Segment (%)

5%

In the near term, affordable land and ongoing
infrastructure projects draw investors to develop
more landed property in the South. Currently, the
largest development is R&F City Mansion, along
60m Blvd, a mixed-use commercial and
residential development covering a 7.7 hectares
site which includes nearly 560,000 sqm of built
area.

DangKao

42%

Mean Chey
Ta Khmau

53%

Southern Affordable Project Segment (%)
Source: CBRE Cambodia Research, Q2 2021
13%

Despite the positive growing activity, during the
pandemic many pipeline developments have
faced completion challenges. As such it is difficult
to accurately forecast supply figures, especially
due to variations in delivery time and the
possibility certain project may not be completed.
Despite this ambiguity, with the roll-out of the
vaccine, positive sentiment is on the rise.

DangKao
Mean Chey
32%

55%

Kandal Steung

Source: CBRE Cambodia Research, Q2 2021
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CASE STUDY: EAST OF HO CHI MINH
East of Ho Chi Minh City lies Thu Duc City, and
the adjacent provinces of Binh Duong and Dong
Nai;
all
have
undergone
wide-scale
transformation due to healthy economic
activity, rapid urbanization and improving
infrastructure, ranging from the new Long
Thanh International Airport to Metro Lines One
& Two to Ring Road No. Three, to name a few
key examples.

from the economic hubs of the city or even the
eastern industrial parks.
As travel times decrease, it allows buyers and
tenants to reconsider locations that would
previously be undesirable. At present most
international developers consider a maximum
of one hour travel time outside of HCMC’s CBD
as the benchmark for whether a site is a viable
investment option. As is the case globally,
location is the foremost selection criteria – in
this case, the closer to infrastructure the better.

As these extensive infrastructure schemes are
constructed, property developers follow their
progress almost in parallel, tapping into the
oncoming positive impact of easing travel
times, improving access to cheaper landbanks
and relatively more relaxed administrative
policy outside of the CBD.

Some notable new urban areas sprouting in the
east include Vinhomes Grand Park, Izumi City
Waterfront Community, Swan Bay and Aqua
City; all residing to the east of Ho Chi Minh
City. These schemes are transformational for
their respective areas, creating better living and
working environments.

Real estate projects following this trend are
coming online are in the form of all product
types, including industrial parks, logistics,
commercial and residential property – creating
new urban and industrial areas in the wake of
infrastructure improvements.

As investment opportunities, projects in the east
have been perceived as increasingly attractive to
homebuyers awaiting the anticipated property
value uplift infrastructure completions create.
Illustrating how large-scale infrastructure
development catalyzes far reaching socioeconomic change.

Infrastructure development benefits both
developers and the potential end-user. It allows
developers to unlock the development potential
of cheaper land banks that would traditionally
be too far

12
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HOUSING: OUTLOOK
When considering the future of the Southern
Phnom Penh region, the sky is the limit on the
potential of what can be achieved if the new urban
area is planned carefully, and those plans are
sympathetically enforced.

For residential areas this would normally mean
fixed population allowances, building heights,
Floor Area Ratios and building coverage
allowances – such policies benefit the property
users, wider communities, protect property
values and, in the long term, helps to avoid the
issues created by unsustainable urban sprawl.

Throughout the region, examples of successful
new urban areas are far and wide, ranging from
Vietnam’s Phu My Hung, District 7 in Ho Chi Minh
City to Manila’s Bonifacio Global City and Makati.
What made these projects successful was a
centralized master plan that
was phased
organically over a period of decades allowing each
portion to be properly absorbed by the market.

Infrastructure that is properly planned out
should also be a key consideration, accounting
for the risks presented by climate change. New
urban areas are presented with huge
opportunities, tnat older settlements do not
have, the chance to prepare for the anticipated
storms of the coming decades and, in turn,
protect
the
long-term
reputations
of
developers.

Time is the friend of large-scale urban
development, understanding this will allow large
landowners to thoughtfully navigate the
inevitable ups and downs of market cycles.

Fundamentally, the aim of large-scale
development should be the creation of good
value, livable and sustainable urban areas.

For Southern Phnom Penh master planned urban
zones with defined residential, commercial and
industrial areas are expected and required.

13
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RETAIL
A large portion of future supply is located
along or around Hun Sen Boulevard, with the
exception of K Mall on Veng Sreng Boulevard.

There have only been a few southern retail
launches since the end of 2019. Except for WB
Arena, the only southern community mall that
opened to the public was The Factory, developed
by Urban Village. This retail project occupied a
NLA of 6,500 sq m.

Southern Phnom Penh is expected to welcome a
total supply of 12,000 sq m of NLA by the end of
2021 and a total of 94,714 sq m of NLA in 2022.
This surge of supply is a great opportunity for
local and international retailers who want to
expand into the south.
In 2023, there is no new supply expected, but
147,900 sq m are expected in 2024, not to mention
17,000 sq m of supply on hold at present.
With this influx of supply, landlords and retailers
alike may face a range of challenges as
competition heats up. This activity will come to
benefit the end customers with ever increasing
novelty and options as developers seek to
distinguish themselves.

8,000 sqm

254,614 sqm

Existing supply

Future supply

Source: CBRE Cambodia Research, 2021 Q2.

Retail Supply in the Southern PP by year (2019-2024F)

BY YEAR
262,614

Percentage of Retail Supply by Status

114,714

Opened

114,714

6% 3%

6,500

91%

8,000

On Hold

20,000

Under Construction

Source: CBRE Cambodia Research, 2021 Q2.
2019

2020

2021F

2022F

2023F

Note: The data excludes on hold supply.
Source: CBRE Cambodia Research, 2021 Q2.
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RETAIL: OUTLOOK
As population density shifts south, the demand
for consumer goods in the area will increase
correspondingly.

Experiential activity driven malls are generally
where
developments,
regionally
and
internationally, are headed and will play a crucial
role in drawing-in and retaining foot-traffic for
longer time periods, making malls destinations
for all ages. Options developers may introduce
range from F&B concepts to leisure activities such
as in-door rock climbing, bowling, and cinemas –
in addition to newer ideas such as edutainment,
indoor theme parks, sports clubs, arcades and
even social retail space.

Both local and international investors are shifting
their interest to the south. Most notably, Borey
Peng Huoth The Star Diamond is constructing
“PH Diamond Place” while Chip Mong Land 271 is
introducing “Chip Mong 271 Mega Mall” and “Chip
Mong 60m”. In addition, popular Japanese mall
developer Aeon, are set to launch AEON 3 in 2024.
F&B brands are starting to explore the south, such
as The Pizza Company and Pho Cali in Takhmao
City, drawn by new residents and new supply of
purpose-built malls.

Technology is also important to think about,
whether it be the influence of social media in
designing retail space to how both developers and
retailers need to adapt to e-commerce trends that
have gained ground during the pandemic.

Existing & Future Retail Supply

KEY
Existing Supply
Future Supply

Source: CBRE Cambodia Research, Q2 2021
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OFFICE
As southern populations grow, industrial and
commercial activity rises, it is certain office
towers will proliferate within the new urban
areas.

At present, there are a number of office
developments located within the defined
Southern Phnom Penh area. As would be
expected, the highest concentration occurs closer
to the CBD in Mean Chey District - in total the
district maintains six office buildings in various
stages of completion.

The type of projects we expect to see, range
from decentralized office parks to smaller
supporting office buildings linked to major
industrial zones.

The largest of Mean Chey office projects will be
Maritime Tower, with a total Net Leasable Area of
26,000 sqm. It is anticipated to open for business
in 2023.
Moving further south, existing supply is currently
on the lower scale when compared to more
developed areas of the city. Beyond the southern
districts of Phnom Penh, moving into ING City,
The Factory maintains some co-working space and
a four-story built for purpose office development.
Office supply in the Southern PP by Year (2019-2024F)

By Status

13,704 sqm

31,082 sqm

Existing supply

Future supply

Source: CBRE Cambodia Research, 2021 Q2.

2%
31%

Hun Sen Blvd. and National Road 2 have started
to become options for groups considering a lowdensity alternative to the city center, particularly
because the lower land prices make it feasible for
car and motorbike parking to be offered at much
more generous proportions.

Opened
Under Construction
Announced

67%

Source: CBRE Cambodia Research, 2021 Q2.
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OFFICE: OUTLOOK
Southern Phnom Penh’s existing and future office supply will benefit from the advantage of lower initial
cost outlays of land, allowing for larger floor plates, better parking and the benefit of outdoor,
differentiated concepts. Two noteworthy projects are mentioned below.
ISI Tower
Area

3,500+ square meters

Expected Completion

Q4 2021

Developer

Urbanland Asia

Storey

9

Location

Veng Seng Blvd

Maritime Tower
Area

26,000 square meters

Expected Completion

Q2 2022

Developer

Maritime Group

Storey

26

Location

Hun Sen Blvd

Existing & Future Office Supply

KEY
Existing Supply
Future Supply

Source: CBRE Cambodia Research, Q2 2021
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EDUCATION
As residential projects are moving southward, the
population in the area will also increase.
Nonetheless, at present, only 10 educational
institutions have been identified in the Southern
region -- in contrast to 69 identified in the whole
of Phnom Penh.

In the near term, it can be anticipated that formal
international educational institutions in Southern
Phnom Penh, that can cater for education from
nursery until senior high school, would be in high
demand.

Currently, international formal education is
arguably in undersupply as only 3 out of 10
schools in the region are international private
educational institutions.

It should also be noted that universities are also
rarely seen in the southern area, the abundance of
land may present the right canvass for a large
campus style university – there have been some
rumors of international institutions filling this
space.

The remaining are local private educational
institutions that are divided into various age
groups. However, most of these are small local
schools and mainly located in Mean Chey
districts, creating opportunities for high quality
educational institutions for future investment – as
current supply is likely insufficient when
compared to the growing population.

Distribution of Educational Institutions by District

6%
31%

13%

Chbar Ampouv
Dangkor
Meanchey
Po Senchey

50%

Source: Google Maps, CBRE Cambodia Research, 2021 Q2.

Educational Institutions by Grade & Type

Source: Google Maps, CBRE Cambodia Research, 2021 Q2.
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HEALTHCARE
There is a dearth of medical institutions in the
south when compared to those in the inner city
and inner suburbs of Phnom Penh.

A good regional example of a fully integrated
project could come from Vietnam’s Vinhomes
Central Park in Ho Chi City that provides
residential, commercial elements with a
supporting international hospital and a K-12
schools – these components are often cited as
being key reasons for choosing to buy and reside
within the project.

Southern Phnom Penh, as outlined earlier in this
report, is comparable to approximately 40% of
Phnom Penh land area. However, it only
maintains approximately 6% of total medical
institutions in the capital. More than half of these
medical institutions are small clinics.

Distribution of medical institutions by category

For instance, Southern Phnom Penh only has one
maternity center, one referral hospital and two
poly-clinics. This level of supply may not be able
to provide ample medical support for a rapidly
growing population.

By Category

16

Both education and healthcare are essential
services; developers operating in the south may
want to take this into consideration when
developing new urban areas, as they may present
unique selling points for potential home-buyers.

14

Referral Hospital
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Distribution of Medical institutions by Category
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